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Abstract

Some aspects of electronic and atomic collisions are discussed. Impact

ionization by electrons and protons, and electron bremsstrahlung processes

are considered in coma detail. Emphasis is also given to {uncoxrelated

and correlated) many-electron processes, which are of particular

importance in collisions of highly-charged ions with atoms.
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I. Introduction

The interaction of energetic (fast) atomic particles with frc-a atoms

results in a l^rge variety of different processes. For example, in

electronic collisions the incident electron may create election vacancies

in inner or outer atomic shells [1]. Free electrons created in icuization

events display a continuum of kinetic energies, in contrast to those

electrons which, for example, are ejected as a consequence of Auger or

Coster-Kronig transitions following the decay of inner~siii.-ll vacancies

[2]. The incident electron may also interact with the radiation field,

thereby emitting photons [3] (brem:strahlung) or absorbing photons

(inverse bremstrahlung) from the field [4-6]. Protons, like othar

positively charged ions, may also capture electrons from target atoms. In

this paper we shall discuss in Section III some aspects of bremsstrahlung

production by electron impact. lonization by electron and proton impact

is discussed in Section II (total cross sections) and Section IV (electron

ejection). In addition to one-electron processes, many-electron processes

play an important role in collisions involving highly-charged ions [7] and

are addressed in Section V.

II. Impact Ionization

Electrons colliding with neutral or ionized atoms give rise to the

emission of a spectrum of both characteristic an-i continuous x-rays. A
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typical x-ray spectrum -following 4.G keV electron bombarclfflont of argon and

recorded with a Si(Li) detector is displayed in Fig. 1. It shovvd the

characteristic K-x-ray transitions in argon superimposed on a (continuous)

bremsstrahlung spectrur.i having a high-enorgy cut-off at the incident

electron energy [G].

Tho characteristic part of the spectrum is caused by K-shell ionization.

As a first step for a theoretical description of ionization by charged

particle impact one may use a first-order pertubation theory [9], The

transition amplitude f may be written as

f = <Vf]V|Vi> (1)

where Y. and Y are initial and final state wavefunction, respectively.

2 2

V = Z Z e /r - Z e /i"1? is the Coulomb-interaction between projectile

(charge Z e) and target nucleus (charge Z e) and target electron. £

and x are projectile and target electron coordinate, respactively, and

r1?
 r l.r - L? I • 1° the plane wave Born approximation (PU3AJ tl)s wave

functions f are approximated by product wave-Functions

V = e 1 K X1 <M£2) (2)

where the projectile is represented by a plane wave and *(x_) is an

eigenfunction of the unperturbed atom. In PWBA, the transition amplitude

is given as (tf = 1)
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where fl - Jk. - J< is the mornent'jni transfer and k. and Jk̂, arc initial <ind

final projectile momentum, respectively. The total ionizatioii cross

section o « J |f| dcj. c!s is obtained by integration of | f | bot'wej.ii the

limits v;hich follow from the conservation of energy t r.nd mo;r:diilu;ci d!!ririg

the collision.

Results of PWBA calculations for K-shell ionization by electron itnp>ct are

compared in Fig. 2 with experi.rnental data for elements with atomic numbers

2
Z = G to 1f>. To facilitate comparision the scaled cross sections o I

K

(I, binding energy) are plotted versus relative incident energy E 11.

Such a scaling was suggested by HcGuire C10] ; the experimental data are

seen to closely follow this scaling law. The PWBA calculation disp1nyed

in Fig. 2 was calculated with hydrog&nic wavefunctions and agrees v.'cll

with experiment at large energies (E /I > 20), but overestimates the

experimental data by about 30 7. in the neighborhood of the maximum [11].

This discrepancy is caused by neglecting electron exchangs in the

calculation. Better agreement with experiment is achieve:! for

calculations which also account for electron exchange. In

Ochxur-approximation [12] ths exchange amplitude g is related to the

direct amplitude f by

g -- (q/k i)
2 f

and hence becomes small for sufficiently large incident velocities.
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Results of a PWBA-Oclikur calculation are also displayed in Fig. 2; they

agree well with the experimental data for E /I > 2.

At low incident velocities lar<j* (order of magnitude?) discrepancies

between experiment arid PHBA calculations are observed (Fig. 3). They

result from an inadequate description of the proj&ctile using plane waves.

A considerable improvement is obtained using Coulomb-waves for the

projectile. Fig. 3 in ?ddition to PW3A and PUBA-Ochkur calculations

displays a Coulomb-Born-u'/change (CDE) calculation [17] which gives a

significant improvement compared to calculations ivhare the projectile is

imated by plans waves [18].

A theoretical treatment of near-threshold ionization by elc-ctrons was

first formulated by Uannier [19]. Using space-phase arguments, the

ionization cross ssction close to threshold is related to the available

phase-space for the two escaping electrons [20]. If the two electrons

move uncorrslated, the available phase-space and hsnee the ionization

cross section increases linearly with excess energy E - I. Correlation

o

between the two outyoing electrons reduces the available phase-space, to

the result that the energy dependence of the ionization cross section at

threshold is proportional to (E - I ) n , with n = 1.127 for single

ionization [20]. The classical Wannier theory was later confirmed by

quantum-mechanical calculations (see, e.g., Ref. [213). The? first

experimental evidence providing support for such a non-linear threshold

behaviour in inner-shell ionization was produced by Hink yt al. [14] -for

electron impact on neon. The experimental data in Fig. 3 are in agreement
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with theoretical considerations (dashed line) based on the Uamiic-r thocry

[18].

Uiiile a large bulk of experimental data exists for K-sholl ioriization by

electron impact, l.-sh&ll ionization data particularly at low electron

energies arc scarce. Carvalho et al. [22] have measured cross section

ratios °?la, a n d o J o for the L1, L2, anci 1.3 subsholls of tungsten. A

strong energy dependence of these ratios close to threshold was observed.

Absolute cross sections for all three L-subshells of xenon at low energies

were reported previously [23]. The threshold behaviour of Xe-L3

ionization was investigated by Hippler et al. [10]. In contrast to Ar-K,

Xe-L3 ionization increases linearly with excess energv E - I in the rango

o

10 eV to 200 eV. The results for Ar-K and Xe-L3 are both understandable

within the framework of the Wannier theory, if the screening of tha

nucleus by core electrons is taken into account [24]. Estimates of the

energy range over which the Wannier theory holds give values of 70 eV and

10 eV for Ar-K and Xe-L3, respectively, and are thus in agreement with the

experimental observation [18].

Non-relativistic calculations become insufficient for incident velocities

comparable to the speed of light. At relativistic velocities the

interaction of the projectile with target electrons may be divided into

two nori-interfering contributions from longitudinal and transverse fields.

The longitudinal component results from the pure Coulomb field; it is

dominant at non-relativistic velocities and gives a constant cross section

at relativistic energies. The transverse component stems from the
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nagnetic interaction; it becomes large at energies above 1 lleV and is

responsible for the logarithmic rise of the cross section [13- The

logarithmic rice of the cross section is evident from Fig. 4, where

experimental and theoretical K-shell ionization data of silver are

displayed [25].

Impact iorn nation by heavy projectiles (protons and other bare ions) is

pricipially sirniliar to ionization by electron impact. At large

velocities (non-relativistic and rslativistic) Bethe-theory predicts cross

sections which are independent of the projectile's mass [29, 1] and hence

equal for proton or electron impact. Pronounced differences between

electron and proton impact occur at low velocities and as a consequence of

the different mass-to-charge ratio and of the different charge.

Experimental and theoretical cross sections for K-shell ionization of a

number of elements with atomic numbers 7. =13 to 30 are displayed in scaled

form in Fig. 5. As was pointed out [9], PWBA with hydrogenic

wavefunc'cions suggest a scaling behaviour of the type

a 0 Z*ff/Z* = f(n/0
2) (5)

1

!

I

with Z the projectile charge, Z ,. the effective target nuclear change '•

(Z = Z - C.3 and Z = Z - *.15 for K- and L-shell. respectively),

2 2
H = E 0

/ ( z
e f f

 Ry'- e - I / ( Zeff R y ) l a n d R y t h e Rydbei"9 energy. The dashed

and solid lines in Fig. 5 represent PW8A calculations for Al (9 = 0.71}

and Ni (0 = 0.80), respectively. At low velocities where the two

calculations give the same scaled cross section, PW8A cross sections
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increase with the forth power of the incident eneroy. They n.-acii a broad

maximum at an incident velocity roughly equal to the orbiting velocity of

2

the bound electron (n,/fl ~ 1). and fall off at higher eiisryic-:,. The

position of the cross section maximum is thus different ccr-pumti to

electron impact, where the maximum occurs at roughly twice trie bound

electron velocity (corresponding to E 11 •< 4). While for election impact

the velocity regime for which ionization is energetically aliov/od is

restricted to v > v the larger ma f.s-to-c harcjG r<;t.io of proton', compared

to electrons allows ionization by proton ihi.'.-act also for v << v . In

this low velocity regime there is enough time for the bound electron

wave-function to adjust for the interaction, resulting in a polarization of

the electron cloud for distant collisions and increased or decreased

binding (depending on the sign of the projectile's charge) in close

collisions. In addition, the wave functions for incident and scattered

projectile may no longer be approximated by plane waves. H?ny of the

above problems may be solved in a distorted wave Born approximation i
i

•(DWBA), in which wave functions for all involved particles are calculated }
i
i

as eigenfunctions of a single self-consistent Hartree-Fock potential [30]. j
i

For ion impact a full quantum-mechanical description of the icnization j
!

process is oft9n unnecessary. In the semi-classical approximation tSCA) j

the projectile's motion is treated classically, whereas the interaction

with the bound electron is calculated in first-order pertubation theory

[31]. Simple SCA calculations in which the projectile's motion is

approximated by a straight line are relatively easy to calculate and give

results which are fully equivalent to PWBA calculations. Deviations from

a straight-line path become significant for low velocities and small
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impact parameters b. The deflection of the projectile in the nuclear

field prevents deep particle penetration into the target K-she.ll and

reduces the likelihood of ionization since the projectile is farther from

the centor of ths atom and slower than it would be otherwise. The

pertubation of the target electron wavefunction has been treated in ths

Perturbed Stationary States (P S S) approximation [32. 33]. Increased

binding was then incorporated in'~.o PW8A or SCA by replacing the

experimental binding energy I by I + <AI>, with the average change in

binding energy, <AI>, being obtained by integrating AI weighted by the

differential cross section over tho impact parameter. The change in

binding energy AI is obtained in first-order pertubation theory as

AI =

Increased binding (B) and Coulomb-deflection (C) reduce, for positively

charged projectiles, the calculated cross section at low velocities; as

can be seen from Fig. 5 these corrections may account for order of

magnitude discrepancies between experimental data and PWBA or

straight-line SCA calculations (see, e.g., Ref. C.1]).

III. Bremsstrahlung

The origin of the continuous (bromsstrahlung) part of the spectrum

(Fig. 1) is due to tha slowing-down of incident electrons in the nuclear
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field of atoms (electron-nucleus, or atomic-field brernsstr Jhlung ) or in

the field of other electrons (electron-electron bremsotralilung).

Classically, an electron moving along a parabolic path in s purely

2 2

Coulornbic field feels an acceleration a = Z e /(m r ), with 2 e the

electric charge of the nucleus, m the electron mass, and r the distance

between incident electron and nucleus. This accelr-rated electron gives

rise to the emission of a spectrum of electromagnetic radiation with

intensity til/dQ [3]

2 2
dl a e
_. = s i f/ 8 (7)

dS t it c Y

•Y

with c the speed of light and 0 the angle of emission with respect to the

i
direction of the incident electron. The result for the differential :

bremsstrahlung cross section do/dk, obtained by integrating over the j

directions of the outgoing electron, is [42]

5 2 2
do 16 TI a 2 a

d!< 3 /3 k p

where p. „ = v, n/c, a - 1/137.04, and a the Dohr radius. It follows
1 , 2 1 , 2 o

2
from Eq. S that do/dk is proportional to Z and inversely proportional to

the photon energy k. A somwhat different result is obtained from a

quantum-mechanical treatment. Sommerfeld and Maue, treating the problem

non-relativistically have calculated matrix elements f in dipole

approximation, where f is given by [43]
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end where the incident and scattered electron is described with pure

Coulomb wsvfcf unctions I'I . and iji., respectively. The rusu.lt of Soir-ir.srf e.iti

and Maue may bo expressed as [43, 3]

'<' 2 5 ?
d o 16 ii• ' 7. tx a X d
- = = "--- — I F C 5c I | 2 (10)
dk H k p [exp{2mii ) - 1] [1 - exp(-2irn )] CIXQ

where ni 2 = Ct Z/fl1 21 Xo " ~ 4 P1 n2 / ( ni " n2* ' a n d

F = F(i n , i n , 1, X ) the hypergeometric function. In Eq. 1C

rclativistic effects, e.g. retardation of the electromagnetic potential,

and screening effects, e.g. the screening of tha nuclfcar field by

surrounding electrons are neglected. The nowadays most accurate

theoretical results for atomic fiold brernsstrahlung are numsrical

calculations [ U , 3], in which the breinsstrahlung process is treated as a

single electron-transition in a relativistic self-consistent (screened)

potential, and wiiare the electron wavefunctions are obtained in

partial-wave series by numsrically integrating the radial Dirac equation.

In Fig. 6 experimental results for do/cilc for different gaseous targets are

compared with results from Eq. 10 and v/ith calculations of Kissel «t al.

[44]. The experiment was performed by bombarding atomic (He, Ne. Ar, Kr,

Xe) or molecular INO, UF ) tarqets with electrons of incident energies
2 6 "

T = 2.5 keV, 4 keV, and 10 keV and photon energies of k = 2 keV, 3.6 keV,

-2
and 9 keV, respectively [45]. Scaled cross sections Z uo/dk are

displayed to suppress the strong Z~c!epsndsnce of do/dk. For low-2 targets
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the two theoretical calculations give identical results. Screening

effects become important for hicjh-Z targets and low incident electron

energies. There, the results from Eq. 10 arc larger than the cross

SGCtions of Kissel et al. [ 4 4 ] , the latter taking screening into account.

While the experimental data are relative cross sections and have bsen

normalized to the calculations of Kissel et al. [44], it follows from tiu;

comparison that the Z-dependence of do/dk is well described by this

calculation [see also Ref. [46]), but not by Eq. n . So far,

discrepancies between experiment and Kissel et al.'s calculations were

reported for uranium targets and photon energies corresponding to

k/T a 0.3, whose origin whether of experimental or theoretical nature is

not known and should deserve further investigation [45].

It follows from Eq. 7 that bremsstrahlung radiation is emitted

anisotropically. At low incident velocities v << c the angular

distribution follows a dipole pattern and may be expressed as

1(0 )/I(90°) = 1 - P cos2 8 (11

where P = (I - I. )/{I • I.J is the degree of polarization of

polarization, and' I and I, the light intensities with electric vector

parallel and perpendicular to the incident direction, reespectively. In

Eq. 7 retardation effects are neglected. However, already at incident

energies of few keV the observed angular distributions differ

significantly from the one predicted by Eq. 7 (see, e.g., Ref. [47J).

Due to retardation of the electromagnetic potential the observed angular
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distributions no longer peak at 0 - 90 but in forward direction. Fig. 7

shows results for 50 keV electrons incident on (solid) aluminum. The

angular distribution (shape function) of photons with energy h - 20 keV

(k/T = O.U and k = ',7.5 keV (k/r = 0.95) are plotted versus emission

angle [40]. The angular distribution is most pronounced for larye photon

energies. The angle of maximum emission occurs around 50 for

T = 47.5 keV, and around 40 for k = 20 keV. These observations are in

agreement with theoretical calculations by Tseng et al. [49] and with

calculations in first Born ap;j>$oxirnation [50].

Electron-electron bremsstrahlung, i.e. bremsstrahlung created by the

interaction of incident electro'in̂  with bound electrons, were investigated

by Nakel and Pankau [51]. Using tiie electron-photon coincidence technique

in a kinsmatically overdetermined experiment they were able to separate

electron-electron bremsstrahlung from electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung.

Fig. 8 displays more recent results of Kornrna and Nakel [523 for an

incident electron energy of 300 keV, electron scattering angle 0 = 20 ,

and photon angle 8 = -35 . The triply differential cross section

3
d o/(dQ dQ dE ) for a thin (solid) copper target is plotted versus

e if e .
I

outgoing electron energy E . The experimental results for '

electron-electron (e-e) and electron-nucleus (e-n) bremsstrahlung are

compared with theoretical curves calculated after formulas of Dethe and ;

Heitler [50], Elwert and Haug [53], and Haug [543. The calculation of

Haug [54] for e-e bremsstrahlung is in Born approximation and for

collisions between free electrons and agrees well with the experimental

data. For the e-n process, both Bethe-Heitler (DH) and Elwert-Haug (EH)
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calculations agroe well with experiment. This only holds for low-Z

targets, however. For high-Z elements the Elwart-Haug calculation still

agrees well with experiment, whereas the Bethe-Heitler results differ

considerably from the experimental data [52].

The coupling of the electron motion to the radiation field may also result

in stimulated emission or absorption of photons [4-6]. In strong

radiation fields, for example such as provided by powerful lasers, an

incident electron may absorb or emit photons while it is scattered off the

atomic ground state. So-called froe-froe transitions iiave been observed

few years ayo for electron-argon collisions [55]. In Fig. 9 the

energy-loss spectrum of 11 eV electrons scattered from argon atoms is

displayed [56]. The pronounced peak without laser (B) is the result of

elastic scattering. With laser (A) the intensity of this peak is

considerably reduced, and, while the total scattered electron intensity

remains unchanged, other peaks in the electron spectrum occur. The

position of these peaks corresponds to kinetic energies E = E «• n E . ,
e o ~ pn

where n is the number of absorped or emitted photons and E is the
o

incident and E is the photon energy.

IV. Electron ejection

The energy and angular distribution of electrons produced during ionizing

collisions may be studied by conventional electron spectroscopy (e.g.
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Ref. [57, 50]). Fig. 10 displays the energy distribution of electrons

ejected at 20° (with respect to the projectile direction) during H* - H

collisions [2]. Energy distributions are displayed for electron ori

of 10 eV up to 3 keV, and for proton energies from 100 keV to I.J M-.-V.

The bulk of electrons is ejected with small energies and stems from

distent (soft) collisions. Electrons with large energies are ejected in

close (hard) collisions and, for sufficiently large incident energies,

show up in the so-called binary-encounter peak (GEP), where energy and

momentum is exchanged bettvseit projectile and target electron alone, but no

momentum is transferred to the residual ion. The width of the BEP

reflects the momentum distribution of the bound electron. Bell et al.

[61] have shown that for large momentum transfers (i.e. momentum of

ejected electron large compared to the momentum p of the bound electron)

the doubly differential cross section for .electron ejection.

2
d o/(dE dQ ), may be factorized as

e e

Cd2o7(dE dQ )J._B = 1/(2.v.) [do7d07 J(p ) (12)
6 G u t r | K Z

where

J ( P Z ) = J *
ZPJ_ ! Y £ P L I P Z | 2 {13J

is the so-called Compton profile of the bound electron. [do/dQ] is the
R

Rutherford cross section, and p and p. are the momentum components of the

bound electron parallel and perpendicular to the projectile's direction,

respectively. A comparison of a calculated Compton profile with
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experimental data for 22 MeV proton-carbon collisions is displayed in

Fig. 11. The experimental data for sol.ici carbon are compsrec! with

theoretical Compton profiles as obtained from Eq. 12 with tin? use of a

Hartn;e-Fock momentum distribution of isolated atoi.is, and of an

experimental solid-state momentum distributions [62]. This shows that

this mathod, which can also be applied to heavy target atoms, is sensitive

to details of atomic structures. In fact, not only the high-erergy but

also the low-energy part cf the ejected electron spectrum provides

information about the bound electron state. In Fig. 12 the angular

distribution of electrons ejected in 350 keV proton-argon collisions are

displayed [633. Experimental data for electron energies of (a) 46 eV, (b)

100 eV, and (c) 308 eV are compared with PW3A calculations, in which

initial and final electron states are described by hydrogenic (dashed

lines) or Hartree-Fock/Hartree-Slater (solid lines) wave functions [643.

Data are presented for the total (i.e from all shells) [653 and L-shell

[63] doubly differential cross sections (DDCS). While total cross

sections using the different electronic v/ave functions more or less

coincide, the two theoretical DDCS show pronounced differences which are

most remarkable in backward directions. This reflects the fact that

high-momentum components, which are responsible for backward emission, are

underestimated by hydrogenic wavefunctions. The pronounced maxima which

occur in the "total" angular distributions result from close encounters

(binary encounter peak).

At small ejection angles there is a tendency of the experimental data to

lie above the more reliable PWBA calculations with
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Hartree-Fock/Hartree-Slater wave functions. This increasa coriv_s from a

now well-known process called electron capture to continuum states (ECO,

which is not accounted for in P'J8A [C6]. Thg most characteristic feature

of this process is the appearance of a cusp-shaped peak in the energy

o
spectrum of the ejected e3ectrons at 0 with respect to the incoming ion

beam direction. The peak is centered at an electron energy corresponding

to a velocity equal to the velocity of the projectile and is caused by

electrons which are captured into low-lying continuum states of the

projectile [67, 66] (see also Refs. [68, 69]). Fig. 13 shows a measured

electron distribution for 105 keV H -He collisions [70]. The cusp-shaped

peak stoms from those elections which move along with the projectile and

are ejected (in the laboratory frame) preferentially in forward directions

and with roughly the projectile's velocity. In contrast to calculations

which treat the capture process in first Born approximation the cusp shows

a pronounced asymmetry towards lower energies in the laboratory frame.

This asymmetry is most convieniently described using a rnultipole expansion

of the DDCS. Such a paramstrization in terms of a density matrix for the

low-lying continuum states [71] shows that the anisotropy parameters are

associated with certain coherence parameters of the cusp. The isotropic

cusp predicted in first Born approximation results from a lack of

coherence between partial-waves of opposite parity.

Cusp electrons can also originate from an electron loss to the continuum

process (ELC). While ECC requires a large momentum transfer, ELC stems

from soft collisions in which a projectile carrying one or more electrons

looses an electron during a collision with a target atom. Thus ELC may be
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viewed as an ionization process, where the target atom plays ths role of

the iorrizi.no particle and the projectile of the particle to bo ionized.

Recent experimental data of Meckbach et al. [72] exhibit a preferred

longitudinal electron emission parallel to the projectile axis, but do not

show - in agreement with predictions based on Born approximation - any

significant forward-backward asyrnmatry.

V. Many-electron processes

While in the past most theoretical and experimental work was devoted to

one-electron processes, many-electron processes have received considerable

attention in the last few years. Part of this increased awareness of

many-electron processes comes from collisions of multiply-charged ions

with atoms, where it was observed that such processes may have cross

sections comparable to or even larger than for one-electron processes.

Conceptually, many-electron processes may be considered correlated or

uncorrelated. Correlated processes are the result of electron-electron

correlation and have been observed in photoionization experiment:, (see,

e.g., Refs. [73, 7*3). In contrast, so-called uncorrelated processes use

a statistical description for the many-electron process (e.g., Refs. [31.

75]).

In Fig. U some results for electron ejection in 350 keV H -Ar collisions

are displayed [76]. The experiment was performed by detecting electrons
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in coincidence with recoil-ions whose charge-state was determined by

tirne-of-flight. For small energies of the ejected electron single

ionization is by far the most probable ioni2ation process. This picture

changes when large electron energies around S00 oV are considered. Here

multiple ionization becomes comparable or larger than single ionization.

These data have been discussed within the concept of ionization of

uncorrelated electrons; using a statistical description (i.e. a binomial

distribution) for multiple ionization a reasonable agreement of model

calculations with the experimental data was observed. Qualitatively,

multiple ionization is the result of close collisions where the

probability for ionization is largest, whereas single ionization dominates

for distant collisions £763.

At low and medium incident velocities ionization of target atoms is to a

large extent dominated by charge-changing collisions. This is

particularly true for incident highly-charged ions. Then, the large

potential energy brought into the collision by the highly-charged ion

rather than its incident kinetic energy is the driving factor for

electronic processes. Hence, many-electron processes may become

comparable to one-electron processes already for distant collisions.

Fig. 15 shows some results for 100 keV/u Auq -He collisions versus

projectile charge state q £77]. Total cross sections for single and

double electron capture, single and double ionization, and

transfer-ionization (TI) are obtained from a coincidence measurement

between projectile-ion and recoil target-ion including charge-state

analysis of both ions. It is noted from Fig. 15 that, for sufficiently
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large incident charge states, transfer ionization (i.&. one electron is

captured by the projectile plus a second electron of the target is

ionized) amounts to about 50 'I. of the single capture cross section. This

two-electron process is thus, for this collision system, of comparable

magnitude to the one-electron capture process [773. Andersen et al.

[78], for the same collision system, investigated electron emission in

forward direction (cusp-peak) in coincidence with projectiles of a given

charge state. As it turned out, most cusp-electrons were observed with

projectiles which had captured one electron. While the cross section for

production of cusp-electrons was large enough to account for the entire

transfer-ionization cross section, the shape of the cusp was that for

electron-loss (ELC) rather than electron-capture (ECC) to the continuum.

This finding indicates transfer of two electrons to the projectile, one of

which is subsequently lost to the projectile's continuum. While the

independent-electron approximation was found to be invalid for this

collision, the cusp-peak was thought to arise from the creation and decay

of a highly excited, highly correlated two-electron state [76, 79].

Correlated two-electron processes also have been observed for collisions

in which transfer and excitation simultaneously takes place [80, 81].

While in uncorrelated (so-called non-resonant) transfer-excitation (HTE)

the exchange of energy and momentum takes place between projectile nucleus

and target electron (transfer) and target nucleus and projectile electron

(excitation), in correlated or resonant transfer-excitation (RTE) this

interaction solely takes place between the two active electrons [82, 63].

Thus, RTE is to some extant similiar to dielectronic recombination (see,
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e.g., Rcf. [84]), an inverse Auger process where a free electron is

captured by an ion.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: X-ray spectrum from 4.6 keV electron bombardment of argon as

recorded with a Si(Li) detector [8].

o
Fig. 2: Scaled total cross section, av I , versus relative kinetic

K

energy, E /I, for K-shell ionization by electron impact:

PW8A and PWBA-Ochkur calculations for B = 0.70 [113;

experimental data are for o carbon, V nitrogen, anafneon [13],

o neon [14], •{} aluminum [15], A carbon and y argon [16],

and E argon [8] (from Ref. [11]).

Fig. 3: Total cross sections for K-shell ionization of argon by electron

impact versus excess energy E - I. Experimental data [13] are

compared with -.- PW8A [11], -..- PWBA-Ochkur [11], and

Cculomb-Born-exchange [172 calculations. The dashed curve

1 127
corresponds to o « IE - I) (see text} (from Fief. [10]).

Fig. 4: Total cross sections for K-shell ionization of silver by electron

impact. Experimental results are compared with theoretical

calculations of Kolbenstvedt [26] (dash-dotted line), and PWBA

calculations of Scofield [27] (dashed line). Also given are

theoretical calulations of Eschwey and ?i3nakos 1283 (solid line)

and the decomposition into a longitudinal, <: . and a transverse,

a , part (from Ref. [25]).
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Fig. 5: Scaled cross section, 0 Z o.,, for K-shell ior.ization

2

by proton impact versus scaled incident energy, r\/0 . for

atomic targets with 2 = 13 - 30. Exparimental data for o Al

[32, 34], <£ Si [34], 0 Ti [35-37], x Ca [37], • Fe [35, 3S,

38], A Ni [35-39], o Cu [40], and A Zn [36] are compared with

PWBA calculations without (PW8A) and with (PW3A-BC) corrections

for increased-binding (B) and Coulomb-deflection (C). At small
2

r)/0 the two PWBA calculations for Al and Ni coincide. At

largo energies PW3A-8C merges with the corresponding PWBA

calculation (see text) (from Ref. [1]).

-2
Fig. 6: Scaled cross section, Z clo/clk, for electron bremsstrahlung

versus atomic number Z. The experimental data for incident

electron energies T = 2.5 keV, 4 keV, and 10 keV and photon

energies of k = 2.0 keV, 3.6 keV, and 9 keV, respectively [45],

are compared with results from Eq. 10 (dashed line), and with

calculations of Kissel et al. [44J.

Fig. 7: Angular distribution of electron bremsstrahlung for 50 kaV

electrons incident on aluminum, and for (a) k/T = 0.4 and

(b) k/T = 0.95. The solid curve is from Tseng et al. [49], the

clashed curve is calculated in first Born approximation [50]

(from Ref. [48]).

Fig. 8: Triply differential cross sections for electron-electron (e-e) and

electron-nucleus (e-n) bremsstrahlung of copper versus outgoing
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electron energy E . The theoretical curves are calculated after

formulas of 8ethe-Heitler (BH) [50], Elwert-Kaug (EH) [53]. and

Haug [54] (from Ref. [52]) .

Fig. 9: Energy-loss spectrum from 11 eV electron-argon scattering

with (A) and without [B) laser field (from Ref. [58]).

Fig. 10: Energy distribution of electrons ejected at 20 from H -H

collisions at various impact energies. Note ths increasing

prominence of the binary-encounter peak at higher proton

energies. The data for 100, 200, and 300 keV are from Eudd et

al. [59], the 500, 1000, and 1500 keV data from Toburen and

Wilson £60] (from Ref. [2]).

Fig. 11: Binary-encounter peak (BEP) for 22 MeV protons on solid carbon

at D = 5°. For the comparison, theoretical Compton profiles as
e

"• obtained from Eq. 12 with the use of Hartree-Fock momentum

distributions of isolated carbon atoms (broken curve) and

experimental solid-state momentum distribution (full curve)

are also shown (from Ref. [61]).

Fig. 12: Ooubly differential cross sections (OOCS) versus electron

ejection angle for 350 keV H -Ar collisions and ejected electron

energies of (a) 46 eV, (b) 100 eV. and (c) 308 eV. DDCS for

total (M-, L-, and K-shell) and L-shell electron ejection are

displayed. Experimental data from Gabler et al. [651 and Sarkadi
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et al. [63] are compared with PWBA calculations using hydrogenic

(dashed lines) or Hartree-Fock/Hartree-Slater wavefunctions

(solid lines) [64] (from Ref. [G3]).

Fig. 13: Three-dimensional ECC elsctron cusp observed for 105 keV H -He

collisions (from Ref. [70])

Fig. 14: Doubly differential cross sections DDCS for production of n-fold

charged argon ions: o Ar , A Ar , A Ar ', and + Ar ,

versus energy of detected electron for 3SD UeV K -Ar collisions.

The electron ejection angle is 90 . Solid lines are to guide the

eye only (from Ref. [76]).

Fig. 15: Partial cross sections for o single capture, o ;

02 01
e double capture, o „; + single lonization, o ;

q.q-2 q.q
02 1)2

x double lonization, o ; and A transfer ioruzation, o
q.q q.q-1

in 20 MeV Au - He collisions versus incident charge state q

(from Ref. [77]) .
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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If a central body can be excited Into a rotational vibration motion,

such as shown In Fig. lb, then the local valving created may be associated

with a dynamic vibration instability. Limiting the motion to a pure

(vertical) translation and adding a downstream constriction have a tendency

to statically force the central body to diverge to an equilibrium position

closer to, or in contact with, the outer body.

The instability mechanisms cited above have their origin in adverse

pressure distributions caused by local variations In the acceleration of the

flow along the entire lengths of the central bodies. Because local flow

acceleration depends on the rate at which the leakage flow gap opens and

closes, fluid forces can be created in phase with the central body motion.

When these in-phase forces (negative fluid damping) are dominant, a dynamic

instability will occur.

Another mechanism that can create negative fluid damping is associated

with a diverging leakage flow path, such as shown in Fig. lc. Essentially,

i£ the flow efficiency of the diverging (diffuser) section increases as the

central body motion increases the throat size, then a dynamic instability is

possible. Flow separation in the diverging (diffuser) section—out of phase

with the displacement of the central body, and, therefore, possibly in phase

with the velocity—was a specific mechanism identified with diffuser

efficiency variations.

The mechanisms identifed and researched to date have been for rela-

tively simple structural motions: the vibration (translation or rotation)

of a single-degree—of-freedom rigid body ideally positioned in a rigid,

stationary flow channel. All the analytical and experimental evidence that

is available, which is not a lot, indicates that local geometry, more

complicated vibration modes, and geometric eccentricities can greatly

influence the existence of known Instability mechanisms and/or create new

ones. This may be the reason why the ability to analytically predict

experimental results has been poor in almost every case.

Full-scale model testing of the more complicated slip joint geometry

and structural motion of the CRBR upper and lower shroud trbes showed [A]

that a translational leakage flow excitation mechanism did occur in the

first vibration mode of the two telescoping, cant i levered tubes if the

prototypic flow direction shown in Fig. 2 was reversed. Also, a second mode

(rotational) excitation mechanism was thought to exist at higher flowrates

just beyond the test facility pumping capacity. Any of the three excitation

mechanisms discussed above could have been responsible for the unstable

motion observed. Because of the inability to quantitatively predict insta-

bility flowrates, scale model testing will continue to be necessary for each

new slip joint design.


